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PAPER
Switched Pinning Control for Merging and Splitting Maneuvers of
Vehicle Platoons
Takuma WAKASA†, Yoshiki NAGATANI†, Nonmembers, Kenji SAWADA†a), Member,
and Seiichi SHIN†, Nonmember
SUMMARY This paper considers a velocity control problem for merg-
ing and splitting maneuvers of vehicle platoons. In this paper, an external
device sends velocity commands to some vehicles in the platoon, and the
others adjust their velocities autonomously. The former is pinning control,
and the latter is consensus control in multi-agent control. We propose a
switched pinning control algorithm. Our algorithm consists of three sub-
methods. The first is an optimal switching method of pinning agents based
on an MLD (Mixed Logical Dynamical) system model and MPC (Model
Predictive Control). The second is a representation method for dynami-
cal platoon formation with merging and splitting maneuver. The platoon
formation follows the positional relation between vehicles or the formation
demand from the external device. The third is a switching reduction method
by setting a cost function that penalizes the switching of the pinning agents
in the steady-state. Our proposed algorithm enables us to improve the con-
sensus speed. Moreover, our algorithm can regroup the platoons to the
arbitrary platoons and control the velocities of the multiple vehicle platoons
to each target value.
key words: multi-agent systems, pinning control, mixed logical dynamical
system, model predictive control, platoon control
1. Introduction
Autonomous vehicles are being developed actively around
the world and will replace many vehicles on the road. Each
vehicle travels autonomously under distributed control, and
platoon control [1] is a part of efficient distributed control
methods to control velocities of the platoons. The advanced
platoon control introduces advanced vehicle communication
V2X (vehicle-to-everything) [2] and connects with every-
thing not only vehicles but also any electric device, network,
grid, and so on. Each vehicle only with V2V (vehicle-to-
vehicle) communication can sense information around itself,
and the platoon control performance depends on the limited
area information. Meanwhile, V2X allows us to improve the
control performance of the platoons depending on the broad
area information, and then it is natural to construct new pla-
toon control focused on any external devices (ex-device, for
example, intelligent traffic signal) which send control com-
mands to the platoons [3], [4].
This paper focuses on the velocity control problem for
merging and splitting maneuvers of vehicle platoons using
the ex-device on the road. We treat these vehicle platoon
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systems as Multi-Agent Systems (MASs). The network of
the MASs is represented by a graph. The graph consists
of nodes and edges which denote vehicles and information
paths, respectively. The graph of the platoon becomes a
leader-follower type graph.
When we consider merging and splitting maneuvers of
long platoons, it may not be realistic to send control com-
mands frequently from the ex-device to a lot of vehicles.
Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to realize the ve-
hicle platoon velocity control such that almost all vehicles
adjust the velocity autonomous, and only some vehicles re-
ceive the velocity command from the ex-device. The former
corresponds to consensus control [5], [6], and the latter cor-
responds to pinning control [7], [8] in MASs. In consensus
control, each vehicle determines its velocity input using the
current velocities of itself and its surrounding vehicles via
sensors or inter-vehicle communications. In pinning control,
the ex-device sends the velocity commands only to a small
number of vehicles (pinning agents), and the whole vehicle
platoon converges to the target velocity. When the control
law is in the discrete-time domain, the convergence speed
of pinning control has an upper limit [7], [8]. That is, the
convergence speed of the platoon cannot be faster than a
specific rate. For the faster consensus, an optimal selection
method for the invariant graph [9] is proposed. However,
when considering the merging or splitting of the platoons,
we have to consider the variant graph. Also, it is impor-
tant to consider the pinning control algorithm for multiple
independent platoons which do not communicate with each
other.
Motivated by the above, we propose a switched pinning
control algorithm consisting of the following three meth-
ods. As the first result of this paper, we realize the optimal
switching of the pinning agent that improves the conver-
gence speed based on MLD (Mixed Logical Dynamical)
representation [10], [11]. Reference [12] optimizes the con-
trol performance by selecting the pinning agent to maximize
the trace of the controllable grammian. The method [12]
assumes the symmetry type graph and cannot be applied to
a leader-follower type graph. Reference [13] proposes a pre-
dictive pinning control method that calculates the pinning
control input guaranteed with communication delay and im-
proves the consensus speed. Its pinning agent is fastened
to a specific agent. On the other hand, this paper proposes
an optimal pinning agent selection method using a model
predictive control (MPC) strategy [14]. The MPC strat-
Copyright © 2020 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers
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egy selects the pinning agents, which minimize the sum of
squares of the errors between the target and vehicle velocities
in each step. The MPC strategy is realized by mixed-integer
quadratic programming (MIQP).
Secondary, we propose a representation method of the
merging and splitting maneuver. Reference [9] proposes an
optimal controlled node selection algorithm that maximizes
the distances between eigenvalues and the imaginary axis of
the system matrix. The algorithm [9] is applicable for the
switching pinning agents in a directed network, but not for the
merging and splitting formations because the algorithm [9]
focuses on the fixed network graph (Graph Laplacian). On
the other hand, since this paper focus on the variant graphs,
we consider the representation method of the variant graph
applicable for the MPC strategy. Here, we set an adjacency
vector, which represents that each vehicle is the leader or the
follower at a certain time. Using this adjacency vector, our
proposed method updates the Graph Laplacian every step.
Therefore, the ex-device can calculate the optimal nodes of
the updated graph and apply the MPC strategy to the variant
graph. In our paper, the change in the graph depends on two
decision ways. The first is the distributed decision of each
vehicle for the merging maneuver. Each vehicle decides
that it is the leader or the follower according to the inter-
vehicular distance. The second is the centralized formation
demand from the ex-device for the merging and splitting
maneuver. By controlling the adjacency vector and sending
it to vehicles, the ex-device regroups the platoons into the
desired platoon structure.
Thirdly, we consider the additional problemof the above
two results. When we consider the communication cost
of the ex-device, it is not desirable that the switching of
pinning agents continues even after the velocity of themerged
and/or split vehicle platoons converges to the target velocity.
Then, we aim to reduce the switching of pinning agents and
propose a penalty method of the cost function to minimize
the switching.
The contribution of this paper is the improvement of
the consensus speed in pinning control. Also, our algorithm
can regroup the platoons into the arbitrary platoons and con-
trol their velocities. Then, as an application to the social
problem, our algorithm enables an Intelligent Transporta-
tion System (ITS) to control traffic jams via controlling the
formation of platoons arbitrarily.
2. Consensus Control and Pinning Control
2.1 Preliminaries
Consider agent set A = {a1, · · · , an}, when agent ai can
obtain the state of agent a j , it is said that agent ai is adjacent
to agent a j . The adjacent state between agents is represented
by graph G, which consists of edges and nodes, as shown in
Fig. 1. The nodes represent agents, and the edges from node
j to node i represent the transfer of information from agent
a j to agent ai .
The number of edges entering node i is called in-degree
Fig. 1 A sample of graph G.
Di , and the in-degree matrix is defined by
D
def
= diag {D1, · · · , Dn} (1)
The adjacency between agents is expressed by the ad-
jacency matrix as follows
A =
[
Ai j
]
∈ Rn×n (2)
where
Ai j =


1 node i is adjacent to node j
0 otherwise
.
The relation between Di and Ai j is expressed by
n∑
j=1
Ai j = Di . (3)
From (1)–(3), Graph Laplacian L is defined by
L
def
= D − A (4)
and Perron matrix P is defined by
P
def
= I − εL (5)
where ε (0 < ε < 1) is constant.
2.2 Grouping of Platoons
From this section, we treat agent ai and agent set A as
vehicle ai and vehicle set A that contains all vehicles. In
this section, introducing the following definitions, we discuss
the merging or splitting of the vehicle platoons in terms of
grouping. Here, we set platoon setVi[k] ⊆ A (i = 1, · · · , n).
The leader of the platoon setVi[k] is vehicle ai . SetsA and
V1[k], · · · ,Vn[k] satisfy the following equations in all steps:
A = V1[k] ∪ · · · ∪ Vn[k],
Vi[k] ∩Vj[k] = ∅, i, j ∈ {1, · · · , n} (i , j).
(6)
We show a grouping rule composed of the following two
points. The first is a circulant matrix defined by vector
vc = [1, · · · , n]T as follows:
C def=

1 n n − 1 · · · 2
2 1 n n − 1 · · ·
· · · 2 1 n n − 1
n − 1 · · · 2 1 n
n n − 1 · · · 2 1

=

C1
C2
...
Cn−1
Cn

=
[
Ci, j
]
∈ Nn×n. (7)
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The first column of C is vc , and the second column is a
vector with the elements of vc rotated downwards. The other
columns are also determined by rotating downwards their
preceding column, as same as the second one. The i-th row
vector of C and the (i, j)-th element of C are Ci and Ci, j ,
respectively. The second is an adjacency vector defined as
follows:
d[k] = [d1[k], · · · , dn[k]]T , (8)
di[k] =


0 if vehicle ai is the leader
1 otherwise
.
di[k] expresses whether vehicle ai is the leader or follower.
For the given circulant matrix and the adjacency vector,
in this paper, each vehicle belongs to any one of platoon sets
V1[k], · · · ,Vn[k] according to the following grouping rule:
ai ∈ VCi,m [k],
m = min
{
j dCi, j [k] = 0 , 1 ≤ j ≤ `
}
, (9)
` =


i if the platoon course is straight
n if the platoon course is circular
where ` is the index range of the leader candidates of vehicle
ai . For the straight course, the indexes of vehicles traveling
in front of vehicle ai are i, i − 1 · · · , 2, 1 (include i), i.e.,
Ci, j (1 ≤ j ≤ i). For the circular course, the indexes are
i, i − 1, · · · , 2, 1, n, n − 1, · · · , i + 1, i.e., Ci, j (1 ≤ j ≤ n).
Here, we show some examples of the grouping of 5
vehicles in the case of d[k] = [0 1 0 1 1]T.
Example 1) The first example is the straight course case. We
focus on vehicle a3. The rule (9) leads to
a3 ∈ VC3,m [k],
m = min
{
j dC3, j [k] = 0 , 1 ≤ j ≤ 3
}
where C3 = [3 2 1 5 4]T. The index range of the leader
candidates is 1 ≤ j ≤ 3. In this range, j = {1, 3} satisfies
dC3, j [k] = 0. Then, m becomes 1 and vehicle a3 is belongs
toVC3,1 [k] = V3[k].
Example 2) The second example is the circular course case.
We focus on vehicle a2. The rule (9) leads to
a2 ∈ VC2,m [k],
m = min
{
j dC2, j [k] = 0 , 1 ≤ j ≤ 5
}
where C2 = [2 1 5 4 3]T. The index range of the leader
candidates is 1 ≤ j ≤ 5. In this range, j = {2, 5} satisfies
dC2, j [k] = 0. Then, m becomes 2 and vehicle a2 is belongs
toVC2,2 [k] = V1[k].
2.3 Consensus Control
Let the dynamics of vehicle ai be an integral system repre-
sented by
v̇i (t) = ui (t). (10)
If the gain is k ∈ R and the consensus control input is
ui (t) = −k
n∑
j=1
Ai j
(
vi (t) − vj (t)
)
, (11)
then the dynamics of agent ai is
v̇i (t) = −k
n∑
j=1
Ai j
(
vi (t) − vj (t)
)
(12)
and (12) is discretized by sampling timeTs and the following
equation:
v̇i (t) =
vi[k + 1] − vi[k]
Ts
(13)
where vi[k] = vi (kTs). From (3) and (13), (12) is converted
to
vi[k + 1] = (1 − εDi) vi[k] + ε
n∑
j=1
Ai jvj[k] (14)
where ε = kTs and 0 ≤ εDi ≤ 1. Summarizing the above
equation for i = 1, · · · , n, we obtain the following state-space
equation for discrete-time consensus control:
v[k + 1] = Pv[k]. (15)
Based on (15), we consider the case that each vehicle
determines the control input autonomously using only the
states of itself and other connected vehicles.
2.4 Pinning Control
In consensus control, the states of platoons converge to the
average of the initial values. When we consider the case that
the states converge to an arbitrary value, pinning control is
efficient.
Some vehicles in (15) which are applied some external
inputs up[k] are called pinning agents, and the set of indexes
of the pinning agents is denoted byP. The number of pinning
agents is expressed by np ∈ N.
Target values for all vehicles are represented by
v̄r = [vr1 · · · vrn]T, (16)
and the pinning control input is defined by
up[k] = gAp (v̄r − v[k]) (17)
where g ∈ R is a pinning gain and Ap is defined by
Ap = diag
{
ap1, · · · , apn
}
(18)
api =


1 i ∈ P
0 otherwise
. (19)
When (17) is added to the right side of (15), we obtain
the state-space equation of the pinning control:
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v[k + 1] = Pv[k] + gAp (v̄r − v[k]) (20)
All vehicles in the platoon follow the target value by the
external inputs (17) from the ex-device to the pinning agents
P and the consensus control inputs (14).
Equation (20) expresses that the convergence speed de-
pends on thematrix Ap . In this paper, we consider the design
of Ap that maximizes the convergence speed or the selection
of the pinning agents.
3. Proposed Method
For the fast consensus of the velocities of the vehicle pla-
toons, we consider an ITS in which the ex-device (ex. an in-
telligent traffic signal) selects some vehicles in the platoons
as the pinning agents, optimally. Under the situation that the
platoons merge or split, it is necessary to consider the variant
platoon graphs and the multiple independent platoons which
do not communicate with each other. This situation is equal
to the case where Graph Laplacian L and matrix Ap become
time-variant matrices L[k] and Ap[k], i.e., (20) becomes the
following state-space equation:
v[k + 1] = P[k]v[k] + gAp[k] (v̄r − v[k]) (21)
where P[k] = I − εL[k].
From the above, we need to consider the control al-
gorithm that rapidly controls the velocities of the multiple
platoons whose graphs are variant.
In this paper, we propose the following two sub-
methods. The first is an optimal switching of pining agents.
The ex-device selects and switches the optimal pinning
agents to the MPC strategy [14]. This method improves
the convergence speed to the target velocities and controls
multiple independent platoons. The second is a represen-
tation method of time-varying formation, which represents
the graph structure of the platoons by adjacency vector. The
varying of the formation is caused by the distributed decision
of each vehicle or the formation demand from the ex-device.
This method allows us to apply the MPC strategy to the
platoon whose graph structure is time-variant.
Combining these twomethods, we propose the switched
pinning control algorithm that (i) updates P[k], (ii) regroups
n vehicles according to rule (9), and (iii) solves the following
Problem 1. Our algorithm for Problem 1 regroups the pla-
toons into the arbitrary platoons and controls the velocities
of each platoon.
Problem 1: Suppose that observed velocities v[k] ∈
Rn, the adjacency vector d[k] ∈ Rn, matrix Ap[k] ∈ Rn×n,
the number of pinning agents np ∈ N and the predictive
horizon N ∈ N are given. Find the series ÂpN [k] =[
Âp[k + 1|k] · · · Âp[k + N |k]
]
∈ Rn×nN that minimize
J
(
ÂpN [k]
)
=
N∑
j=1
(vr − v̂[k + j |k])T (vr − v̂[k + j |k]) ,
(22)
s.t.
v[k + 1 + j |k] = P[k + j |k]v[k + j |k]
+ gAp[k + j |k] (v̄r − v[k + j |k])
where Ap[k + j |k] and v[k + j |k] are the j-th prediction
matrix and velocities at step k.
Moreover, when applying our proposed algorithm to
the platoons, the switching of the pinning agents may be
frequent for all steps (chattering). We solve this additional
problem by giving a cost function to attenuate the switching
of the pinning agents in the steady. Our additional solution
method reduces the chattering of switching by evaluating the
past switching number in the MPC strategy.
In this paper, we focus on the velocity control only and
do not focus on the inter-vehicular distance control. For
this reason, this paper does not address the string instability
problem of inter-vehicular distance control [15].
3.1 Optimal Switching of Pinning Agents
In this section, we propose the first solution method, optimal
switching of pinning agent. High-speed target value tracking
of multiple vehicle platoons is performed by adding a small
number of pinning control inputs from the ex-device to the
vehicle platoons. The ex-device selects pining agents, i.e.,
Ap[k + 1] that minimizes the cost function (22) and applies
the pinning control input to those vehicles.
When the number of vehicles is n, and the number of
pinning agents is 1, we divide the state-space equation of
pinning control into n modes according to the node where
pinning control inputs are added. Suppose that mode i de-
notes that vehicle ai is the pinning agent, the state-space
equation of the mode i is
v[k + 1] = P[k]v[k] + gApi (v̄r − v[k]) i ∈ P (23)
where Api denotes matrix Ap when vehicle ai is the pinning
agent.
To express the superposition of n modes of (23), we
introduce a mode vector defined as follows:
δi[k] =


1 i ∈ P
0 otherwise
, (24)
δ[k] = [δ1[k] · · · δn[k]]T . (25)
With this mode vector δ[k], (21) is expressed by the state-
space equation with n modes:
v[k + 1] = P[k]v[k] +
n∑
i=1
δi[k]
{
gApi (v̄r − v[k])
}
.
(26)
That is, time-variantmatrix Ap[k] is replaced bymode vector
δ[k].
When we consider the multiple pinning agents such
as np > 1, the state-space equation is expressed by the
superposition of modes:
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v[k + 1] = P[k]v[k] +
n∑
i=1
δi[k]
{
gApi (v̄r − v[k])
}
= P[k]v[k] +
∑
i∈P
gApi (v̄r − v[k]) (27)
= P[k]v[k] + gAp (v̄r − v[k])
where
Ap =
∑
i∈P
Api .
We convert (26) to linear equations and linear inequali-
ties and summarize 1, · · · , n according to theMLD technique
[11]. We obtain the following MLD system model:


v[k + 1] = Â[k]v[k] + B̂z[k]
Ĉv[k] + D̂z[k] + Êδ[k] ≤ F̂
(28)
where
zi[k] = δi[k]gApi (v̄r − v[k]) , (29)
z[k] = [z1[k] · · · zn[k]]T , (30)
Â[k] = P[k], B̂ = [I · · · I ]T ,
Ĉ =
[
0 0 − Ã Ã
]T
, D̂ = [−I I − I I ]T ,
Ê =
[
f̂ inf − f̂ sup f̂ sup − f̂ inf
]T
,
F̂ =
[
0 0 f sup − B − f inf + B
]T
,
Ã =
[
gAp1 · · · gApn
]T
, B =
[
gAp1 v̄r · · · gApn v̄r
]T
,
ginf =
[
ginf,n · · · ginf,n
]T
, gsup =
[
ginf,n · · · ginf,n
]T
,
ĝinf = diag
{
ginf,1, · · · , ginf,n
}
,
ĝsup = diag
{
gsup,1, · · · , gsup,n
}
.
The constants ginf,i and gsup,i (i = 1, 2, · · · , n) in
inequalities are infimum and supremum of gi (vi) =
gapi (vr − vi[k]).
From the above, applying the pinning control input to
the selected vehicle via the ex-device is equal to determining
the mode vector δ[k] of the MLD system model (28).
Using the MLD system model (28), we optimize δ̂[k +
j |k] so that the state v̂[k + j |k] ( j = 1, · · · , N ) converges
to the target vector v̄r as soon as possible. Here, v̂[k + j |k]
and δ̂[k + j |k] are the j-th step predicted state and the mode
vectors at time k. The cost function is represented by
J
(
δ̂N [k]
)
=
N∑
j=1
(v̄r − v̂[k + j |k])T (v̄r − v̂[k + j |k])
(31)
where N is the evaluation interval. That is, the ex-device
finds δ̂[k + j |k] ( j = 1, · · · , N ) which optimizes (31) using
the vehicle platoon information at the current k step, and
switches the mode of the vehicle platoon at the next k + 1
step as follows:
δ[k + 1] = δ̂[k + 1|k]. (32)
3.2 Representation Method of Time-Varying Formation
In this subsection, we describe the second solution method,
a representation method of time-varying platoon formation.
This method allows the pinning control to address the Graph
Laplacian of the leader-follower graph whose adjacency
changes according to the merging and splitting maneuver. In
this subsection, Graph Laplacian G becomes time-variant,
and we express it at the time k as G[k].
Here we use adjacency vector d[k] in (8). When
the adjacency vector is given, we can see that how n ve-
hicles are grouped by grouping rule (9). For example,
d[k] = [0 1 0 1 1]T means that there exist two vehicle
groups,V1[k] = {a1, a2} andV4[k] = {a3, a4, a5}.
Here, we consider two types of leader-follower forma-
tion methods. The first one is an autonomous distributed
formation method on each vehicle. This is for the merging
maneuver. We design an internal adjacency vector
din[k] =
[
din,1[k] · · · din,n[k]
]T . (33)
Each element din,i[k] in (33) depends on the distance be-
tween vehicle ai and ai−1. Its equation is given by
din,i[k] =


0 if xi−1[k] − xi[k] > xd
1 otherwise
(34)
where the position of vehicle ai is
xi[k] = xi[0] +
k∑
i=0
Tsvi[k] (35)
and xd is the maximum distance between adjacent vehicles.
The second one is a centralized formation method ac-
cording to a demand from the ex-device. This is for the
merging and splitting maneuver. When the ex-device groups
vehicles into arbitrary platoons, it designs an external adja-
cency vector
dex[k] =
[
dex,1[k] · · · dex,n[k]
]T (36)
and sends it to the vehicles. Then they form some platoons
which the ex-device requests. If the ex-device sets vehicle
ai to the leader, it sends dex,i[k] = 0. If the ex-device sets
vehicle ai to the follower, it sends dex,i[k] = 1. If there is no
demand, the ex-device sends dex,i[k] = −1. That is, dex,i[k]
is given by
dex,i[k] =


0 if vehicle ai is the leader
1 if vehicle ai is the follower
−1 otherwise
. (37)
We express the Graph Laplacian of theses platoons as
follows:
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L[k] =

d1[k] 0 · · · 0 −d1[k]
−d2[k] d2[k] 0 · · · 0
0 −d3[k] d3[k]
. . .
...
...
. . .
. . .
. . . 0
0 · · · 0 −dn[k] dn[k]

(38)
where
di[k] =


din,i[k] if dex,i[k] = −1
dex,i[k] otherwise
(39)
and n is the number of vehicles.
When the target value against leader vehicle ai is Vri ,
(16) is given by
vri =


Vri if di[k] = 0
vri−1 otherwise
. (40)
For example, if vehicles ai and a j are pinning agents,
the pinning control input up[k] is given by
up[k] = gAp (v̄r − v[k])
= g

. . . 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0
. . . 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0
. . .


...
vri − vi[k]
...
vr j − vj[k]
...

= g

O
vri − vi[k]
O
vr j − vj[k]
O

. (41)
The Perron matrix in (21) is m block matrices when m
vehicle platoons are formed. That is, the state-space equation
of the vehicle platoons can be divided into the following
equations
ṽ1[k + 1] =
(
P̃1[k] − g Ãp1
)
ṽ1[k] + g Ãp1 v̄r1,
... (42)
ṽm[k + 1] =
(
P̃m[k] − g Ãpm
)
ṽm[k] + g Ãpm v̄rm
where the matrices and the vectors with ˜(·) are the divided
matrices and vectors. At this time, if Ãpi has 1 in the
diagonal component, the i-th vehicle platoon becomes the
pinning control system and converges to the target value. On
the other hand, when Ãpi is a zero matrix, the i-th vehicle
platoon becomes a consensus control system and converges
to the initial velocity of its leader. If the pinning control input
enters all the vehicle groups for adequate time, all vehicle
platoons converge to the target value.
3.3 The Switching Reduction Method Using Past Mode
Vector
In this section, we describe the additional solution method,
the switching reduction method using previous mode selec-
tion. The frequent mode switching is expected for the fast
convergence to the target values. On the other hand, when
the states of the vehicle platoons almost converged to the
target values, it is natural that the switching of the mode also
reduces and stops finally. Here, we consider a cost function
that fixes the mode switching to some mode when the ve-
hicles converge to target values to some extent. This fixed
mode should be the most active one in the past M steps.
Here, we set a past-mode vector by the sum of the mode
vector as follows:
δsum[k] =


δ[0] + · · · + δ[k] if k < M
δ[k − M] + · · · + δ[k] otherwise
. (43)
The i-th element δsum,i[k] of δsum[k] means the number of
timeswheremode i is selected in the past M steps. Therefore,
mode i which has large δsum,i[k] is an active one.
Using past-mode vector δsum[k], we define a penalty
weight matrix
Q[k] = diag {Q1[k], · · · ,Qn[k]} (44)
where
Qi[k] =
1
1 + δsum,i[k]
. (45)
Each weight Qi[k] becomes smaller as δsum,i[k] is bigger.
Using (43), we introduce a penalty term of the cost
function
δ̂
T[k+1|k]Q[k]δ̂[k+1|k] =
n∑
i=1
Qi[k]δ̂2i [k+1|k] (46)
whereQi[k] is the (i, i)-element of the penalty weight matrix
Q[k] and is a switching weight of mode i. Qi[k] decreases
as the number of selected times of mode i increases in the
past M steps. Therefore, the mode minimizing (46) is the
most active one in the past M steps.
Adding (46) to (31), we get a new cost function
J
(
δ̂N [k]
)
=
N∑
j=1
(v̄r − v̂[k + j |k])T (v̄r − v̂[k + j |k])
+ qδ̂
T[k + 1|k]Q[k]δ̂[k + 1|k] (q ∈ R)
(47)
where q ∈ R is a balance parameter between the first term
and the second term. When the states of the vehicle platoons
converge to the target values and the error term decreases,
the mode with the smallest weight Qi[k] can be selected
continuously, and the mode of the pinning control system is
fixed. At this time, the small weight means that its mode is
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helpful in convergence in the past M steps. Therefore, we can
expect an efficient convergence even after themode switching
stops to somemode. Changing theweight q is corresponding
to changing the reduction speed of mode switching.
3.4 Solution
To recastProblem 1 as an optimization problem, we consider
the following condition for j = 1, · · · , N
[1 · · · 1] · δ̂[k + j |k] = np . (48)
This condition limits the number of pinning agents to np . As
a result, Problem 1 is formulated as the following optimiza-
tion problem.
Problem (OP): Suppose that graph G[k], target value
vector x̄r ∈ Rn, current state v[k] ∈ Rn, mode vector of
the MLD system model δ[k] ∈ Rn, natural numbers N , M ,
np ∈ N, penalty matrix Q[k] ∈ Rn×n, and positive real
number q ∈ R are given at time k. Find a solution to the
following optimization problem:
minimize J
(
δ̂N [k]
)
J
(
δ̂N [k]
)
=
N∑
j=1
(v̄r − v̂[k + j |k])T (v̄r − v̂[k + j |k])
+ qδ̂
T[k + 1|k]Q[k]δ̂[k + 1|k]
s.t. (28) and (48)
where δ̂N [k] =
[
δ̂[k + 1|k] · · · δ̂[k + N |k]
]
.
Problem (OP) formulated above is a MIQP problem
and is solved according to the following procedure, that is,
the pinning agents are controlled according to the following
MPC algorithm.
Step 1: Set k = 0 and go to Step 1
Step 2: Observe state v[k], mode δ[k] and update adjacency
vector d[k], Graph Laplacian L[k], and penalty
weight matrix Q[k]. Also, update platoon group
V1[k], · · · ,Vn[k] according to rule (9). Go to Step
3
Step 3: Solve Problem (OP) and go to Step 4
Step 4: Switch the pinning agent based on (32) and go to
Step 5.
Step 5: Set k = k + 1 and return to Step 2.
Problem (OP) is solved under the assumption thatG[k]
and Q[k] are fixed in Step 3.
4. Numerical Experiment
In this paper, all numerical experiments are carried out via
np = 1, N = 5, M = 11. Also, Problem (OP) is solved with
Gurobi 8.1 on MATLAB R2017a.
4.1 Comparison of Switched Pinning Control and Normal
Pinning Control
Here, we apply the normal pinning control and switched
Fig. 2 Line graph for 14 vehicles.
Fig. 3 Consensus by normal pinning control.
pinning control to the vehicle platoon whose graph structure
is shown in Fig. 2, and compare their responses. Here, the
normal pinning control is a control method in which control
input (17) is applied and the pinning agent is fixed. The same
parameters are used in both cases. In addition, we compare
the responses of the switched pinning control with q = 0,
0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100. The simulation time is 10 [s] and the
sampling time Ts is 0.1 [s]. Figure 3 shows the responses
of the normal pinning control. Figure 4 and Fig. 5 show
the responses of the switched pinning control with q = 0
and q = 1, respectively. Table 1 shows the settling time Tst
and the number of switching Nsw . The settling time is the
time when all the vehicles converge to their consensus value
within 1% error.
The comparison of Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 shows that the
switched pinning control converges earlier than the normal
pinning control. In Fig. 4, since there is no penalty term in
the cost function, the switching of the mode continues to the
end of the simulation. In Fig. 5, when the velocities of the
vehicles converge to the target value, we see that the influ-
ence of the penalty term becomes gradually larger, and the
mode finally stops to mode 5. Moreover, Table 1 shows that
the number of switching becomes less, and the convergence
speed becomes slower as q gets larger.
Here, we have to be careful with the calculation time.
The calculation time of the switched pinning control algo-
rithm becomes longer than the normal pinning control due
to solving the MIQP problem every step.
4.2 Velocity Control for Merging Maneuver
In this section, we simulate how 15 vehicles travel on a
circular course shown in Fig. 6. The length of this circuit
is 1,600 [m], and target traveling velocities are 50 [m/s],
40 [m/s], 60 [m/s], and 30 [m/s] for every 400 [m]. Each
vehicle platoon formed on the course is given the target
velocity according to its leader position. Each vehicle is
traveling at different initial velocities at t = 0. The ex-device
sends the target velocity to the pinning agent and converges
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Fig. 4 Consensus by switched pinning control (q = 0).
Fig. 5 Consensus by switched pinning control (q = 1).
platoons to each target velocity quickly. In this experiment,
the ex-device does not demand the platoon formation. The
sampling time Ts is 0.05 [s].
Under these conditions, we apply the normal pinning
control, and the switched pinning control. The time re-
sponses of each method are shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. Each
Table 1 Settling time Tst and number of switching Nsw .
Fig. 6 Circle graph of 15 vehicles.
figure has the position, velocity, and mode responses.
In the case of the normal pinning control, when the
simulation starts, three platoons are formed according to
the observed inter-vehicular distances. In this case, only a
vehicle platoon involving the pinning agent converges to the
target value, and the other platoons converge to the initial
velocity of the leader. It is because the pinning agent is
pinned to the initial pinning agent. Moreover, when the
distance between the two platoons is smaller than xd around
t = 10 [s], they do not merge because the Graph Laplacian
is not updated.
In the case of the switched pinning control, when the
simulation starts, three platoons are formed as same as the
normal pinning control method. All the platoons are con-
verged to the target velocities by switching the pinning agent.
Furthermore, we can see that the mode is fixed to the most
active one in the steady-state. Moreover, when the distance
between the two platoons is smaller than xd around t = 4 [s],
two platoons merge together because the ex-device updates
the Graph Laplacian. Also, we see that the third method con-
verges the mode to a certain mode as the platoons consensus
the velocities.
From this experiment, we have confirmed that our pro-
posed algorithm allows the platoons to merge according to
the distributed decision of each vehicle.
4.3 Velocity Control for Splitting Maneuver
In this section, we also simulate how 15 vehicles travel on
the circular course shown in Fig. 6. The length of the course
is 2,000 [m]. Each vehicle platoon formed on the course is
given the target velocity according to its leader position or the
formation demand from the ex-device. The target traveling
velocities of the leaders in (40) are
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Fig. 7 Normal pinning control in Sect. 4.2.
Vri =


10 + 5(15 − i) 0 ≤ xi[k] < 1000
80 1000 ≤ xi[k] < 2000
. (49)
Each vehicle is traveling at different initial velocities at
t = 0. In this experiment, the ex-device demands platoon
formations. The formation demand is that the vehicles form
small platoons when some of them go through the position
x = 0. Each platoon has two vehicles. Sampling time Ts is
0.05 [s].
Under these conditions, we apply the switched pinning
control. The time responses are shown in Fig. 9. This figure
has the position, velocity, and mode responses.
The all initial positions of 15 vehicles are within 1000 ≤
xi[k] < 2000. Also, the distances to the vehicle ahead of
all vehicles are less than or equal to xd except for the leader.
Therefore, when the simulation starts, a large platoon with
15 vehicles is formed and travels at 80 [m/s].
When vehicle a1 and vehicle a2 go through x = 0,
they form a small platoon by the formation demand from
the ex-device, and from vehicle a3 to vehicle a15 form a
large platoon. In this way, every time when two vehicles go
through x = 0, some small platoons are formed. This experi-
ment shows that the proposed method supports the ex-device
Fig. 8 Switched pinning control in Sect. 4.2.
to group vehicles depending on the formation demand.
Through Sects. 4.1 to 4.3, we can see the merging and
splitting maneuver of the platoons around t = 4 of Fig. 8(b)
and after t = 6 of Fig. 9(b), respectively. Therefore, these
experiments show that it is good to switch pinning agents
rather than to fix pinning agents for the merging and splitting
maneuver.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a velocity control algorithm
for merging and splitting maneuvers of the vehicle platoons
using pinning control andMPC strategy. First of all, we have
introduced the method to improve the convergence speed by
switching the pinning agents. The method enables us to
control multiple platoons. Second, we have proposed the
adaptive platoon formation algorithm to update the Graph
Laplacian. As the solution to the chattering problem due to
the first method, we have introduced the cost function setting
to attenuate the switching of the pinning agents in which the
switching operation is penalized.
The numerical experiment in Sect. 4.1 shows the im-
provement of the convergence speed. In Sect. 4.2, we also
have confirmed the quick convergence to each target velocity
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Fig. 9 Switched pinning control in Sect. 4.3.
of each group, the dynamic formation of vehicle platoons,
and the merging of the platoons. In Sect. 4.3, we confirm
the splitting maneuver due to the formation demand from the
ex-device.
The platoon formation algorithm is based onMIQP, and
then we have to pay attention to its computational load. The
key idea is to construct an algorithm focused on the structure
of the optimization problem [16]. Also, the vehicles of
this paper have the same characteristics. Our future work
is an application for different vehicles. Also, in this paper,
when the ex-device demands the platoon formation, it is
necessary to send external adjacency vector dex to the all
vehicles. Therefore, the second future work is to consider
the transmission range of dex .
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